
Pitching Grips:
How to throw

and what you should 
know

By Adam Joyce

INTRODUCTION:

Whether you are an                 
established pitcher or are 
just stepping foot on the 
mound for the first time, 
there are certain pitchs 

and grips everyone should 
know. 

Hopefully by the end of this 
brochure you have a better 
idea of how to succesfully 
execute these pitches and 
have maybe added anoth-
er weapon to your pithing        

arsenal.

After reading we                     
encourage you to go and try 

these out along with your 
own variations

For space sake we are not 
including the fastball or 
any variety of the pitch. 

The Split-Finger 

In order for you to 
execute this pitch 

you will need large 
hands as you must 
“split” your finges 
across the seams. 

The ball is gripped 
firmly and must sit 
deep in the hand. 
Place your thumb 

on the bottom seam 
on its backside.  

When throwing the 
pitch keep yor wrist 
stiff and fingers ex-

tended. 

Level: Advanced

http://www.thecompletepitcher.com/pitching_grips.htm



The Circle Change-up

Make literally a circle 
or an “OK” gesture with 

your throwing hand. 
You then  center the           

baseball  between your 
three other fingers. 

The baseball should 
be tucked comfortably 

against the circle.

Throw this pitch with 
the same arm speed 

and body mechanics as 
a fastball, only slightly 

turn the ball over by 
throwing the circle to 

the target.

Level: Intermediate

http://www.thecompletepitcher.com/pitching_grips.htm

The Knuckleball

The easiest version of 
the knuckleball is the 
2 finger version. Place 

your middle and pointer 
fingers along opposite 
seams arching down-
ward. Gently dig your 

fingernails into the 
seams. Use your thumb 
and remaining fingers 

to hold the ball firm. 
When throwing the 

pitch maintain reg. arm 
speed, extend fingers 
when releasing, and 

keep your wrist as up-
right as possible

Level: Advanced

The Curveball

Place your middle and 
index fingers onto the 

same seam.  Then place 
your thumb and re-

mainging fingers on the 
back seam.

The arm speed when 
throwing this pitch 

is slightly slower and 
when releasing snap 
the ball.  Allow for a 

shortened throwing mo-
tion, finishing with your 
arm at the opppsite hip 

side

Level: Beginer


